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Power Gensets Page
Power Gensets – Marine and Industrial

From small, convenient budget generator sets (gensets) to massive 3-phase gensets packing
2058kVA, every power need is met at THT Marine Sales.
We stock gensets for land and commercial applications, as well as a complete range of
marine diesel generators for sale in Perth.
Industrial Generators

Uses for industrial gensets can vary, from a power supply for a home that’s off the grid to a
portable power source in a mine where outages can be life threatening. Industrial
generators replace or even boost your current power needs.
THT stocks industrial strength gensets for the jobs that need reliable, clean running power.
Our massive range that comes direct from Italian manufacturer Coelmo, all include Perkins
or FPT (Fiat Powertrain Technology) diesel engines.
Starting at 9kVA, THT’s complete range steps through 15, 20, 30, 100kVA right up to the
titan of gensets – the 3 phase, 16 cylinder 2058kVA genset.
Marine Diesel Genset
With the possibility of logging two to three times more hours than your main engine(s), the
marine genset is a seriously important piece of on-board machinery. Really, the only way to
determine what’s right for your boat is to talk to our fully-trained technicians at THT Marine.
We offer a complete range of marine power generators from Coelmo and Paguro. Both
come in open sets and soundproofed designs to allow for a more enjoyable on-board
experience. Coelmo designs open at five sides to facilitate easier maintenance and
operation.
Anti-vibration rubber mounts also come in some models, adding to quieter use while marine
generators are available in store for heat exchanger and keel cooled vessels.
THT Marine Sales has generators for sale Perth
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Clever Copywriting
At the heart of any well-functioning industry is a reliable source of power. Your marine
experience, whether it’s pleasure seeking or a commercial-grade performance, needs to be
smooth too.
THT’s entire stock of industrial generators and marine diesel gensets lead the field in reliable
power sources. Our 60-years of experience shows in our knowledge of what to use, when,
and every one of our new and second-hand generators for sale in Perth is backed up with
genuine after-sales service, maintenance and repairs.
We’re WA’s industrial generator and marine diesel genset leader who won’t let you down.
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